Field Reset Guide

Field reset is an important part of any competition. The field reset volunteer is responsible for quickly and correctly restoring the playing field back to the original pre-match setup so that the new match can begin. The diagram above gives you a visual of what the pre-game setup looks like so that you can successfully reset the field for the next match. There are 20 Alliance neutral Rings; 10 Rings are placed in each Alliance area, and there are 4 Alliance Specific Wobble Goals (2 per Alliance). The following instructions explain the diagram:

1. Collect all of the Rings from the Playing Field, Human Player Station, and Tower Goals. Place the Rings in the following locations:
   a. Place 4 Rings on each Alliance’s Starter Stack Area.
   b. Place the remaining Rings outside of the Plating Field adjacent to each Start Line. There should be three Rings placed outside of the field for each Start Line.
2. Place one Wobble Goal on each of the Start Lines, corresponding with the correct Alliance.
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